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served by these educators, and related information are broken down by the

format in which training was offered, and this information is summarized

in Table 1.

The training served teachers in classrooms affiliated with Division

TEACCH who taught in self-contsped classrooms for children with autism.

In-service training was also provided for teachers who served one or more
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TABLE 1

Type of
Training

Number of
Teachers
Attending

Number of
Assistants
Attending

Number of
Children
In These
Classrooms

Number of
Autistic
Children

Age
Range

Workshops

Western 20 11 117 6mo. 21yrs

Eastern 16 140 28 2-19

Southeastern 26 251 49 1-20

South Central 28 2 294 28 3-18

Piedmont 14 3 138 8 3 21

TOTALS 104 20 1,040 136 6mo.-21yrs

Other Participants - 2 School Psychologists, 1 Director, 1 Rehabilitation Counselor

1 Speech Therapist.

Summer 50 9 552

Training [

NonTEACCH

Other Participants 2 Speech Therapists, 2 Directors,
1 Education Coordinator

ITACCH
!umrTlfr

Training

r,r.Ryr.14

I55 ** 2mo.-21

2 Resource Teachers,

6-21

2mo. -21 yrs

* This does not include the children in the "Other Participants" category - information

unavailable.
** 1980 and 1981 only -information unavailable in 1979.

Participants'Classrooms Number
Averag! Number at Inservice per Year

TMH 60 Therapists 31

Multi-handicapped 30 Assistants 30

TEACCH Affiliated 28 (summer training) Teachers 28-

S/P 20 Group Homes 17 .

,ationally Handicapped 15 Clinical Directors 5

Autistic 13 (nonTEACCH) Other 13

EMH 14 AeR

Developmental Day Care 7 Research

LD 4 Students

Directors 3

Speech Iterapist 3

School Psydbologias 2

Resource Teachers 2

Rehabilitation Counselor 1

Educaiion Coorginator 1
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r,egarding the type of, classrooms in which the teachers worked is summa-

rized.

The rationale for the four types of training was based upon the differ-

ent needs of teachers in classes specifically designed for autistic child-

ren and other ty s of classes and also the varying levels of experience

of different teac The emphasis in the summer training was upon direct

experience with aut'stic children in a demonstration classroom: Experi-

enced teachers sele ted by Division TEACCH provided supervision and demon-

strated teaohing procedures. This has been our preferred format, because

it enables teachers in training to Iget direct experience and feedback on

their performance. It is not always possible to offer training in a demon-

stration classroom, however. An additional approach was offered by having

a series of four workshops, each on a specific topic during the school

year. Each of the five regional TEACCH Centers offered such workshops

during the three years of this project. The topics covered in these work-

shops are indicated in Table 2.

The purpose of the annual winter in-service training was to allow

teachers and other TEACCH staff from throughout tile state to have an oppor-

tunity to exchange information with each other and to hear a formal presen,

tation by a nationally known speaker. During the three years of this pro-

ject presentations were made by Dr. Carolyn Schroeder on working with fami-

lies, by Dr. Lou Brown on curriculum for severely handicapped students,

and by Dr. ,Sandra Harris on the approaches to education oe autistic child-

ren used in her program.
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All of the above activities were carried out as proposed in the origi-

nal project application, and the project did provide inservice training

to the projected number of teachers. The following information is a sum-

mary of the objectives in the original application and an indication of

the accomplishments of the project.

Summer Initial Training

Objective 1: Participants will attain the specified objectives or contract

for specific steps to do so.

a. Accomplishments and milestones met. Prior to attending summer

training, all participants completed a 99.estionnaire in which they indi-
-

cated their backgrouhd and their own objectives for training. During train-

ing each participant was assigned a consultant who worked with the indivi-

dual' to determine specific goals for training. This approach to individual-

ization was considered to.be more satisfactory than to ask all participants

to attain the same set of objectives. During the training the ,cona'ultantS

met with the participants on a regular basis and reviewed progress. At

the end of training, .the consultant's pointed out objectives which still

needed work, and a summary of each .partiCipant's progress .was given to

theoRonsultant who provided follow-up help in.each participantlir classroom.

This syStem of follow-up consultation by a.TEACCH staff member from the

regional TEACCH center is a central part of.our in-service training model.

It provides.continuity and allows the participating teacher to continue

to work on objectives throughout the school year. The consultants visited

each of the participating teacher's classrooms



Table 2

TOPICS COVERED IN WORKSHOPS

1979-80

Language/Auxiliary Forms of Communication
Behavior Management.
Prevocational/Vocational Training
Classroom Structure/Management
Working With Parents
Teaching Techniques
Individualized Instruction

1980-81

Language/Auxiliary Forms Of Communication

Behavior Managment
Classroom Organization/Structure
Prevocational/Vocational Training
Working With Parents
Assessment
Teaching Techniques

1981-82

banguage/Auxiliary Forms of Communication

Behavior Management
Classroom Organization\
Prevocational Training/Independent Work SKills

Working with Parents-.
Assessment
Autism
Teaching TeAhniques

30% of the workshops
covered at least two
topics in one day.

35% of the workshops
covered at lea'st two
topics in one day.

Each center covered two
topics at least once.
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at least three timds during the school year. Evaluation of the teacher's

progress was done by the Division TEACCH Competency Rating Form.

b. SlImages in attainment and reasons for the slippages._ The Divi-

sion TEACCH Competency Rating Form was developed and revised over the three

years of the project, and it is still undergoing revision. .Due to this

ongoing revision, it is impossible to have satisfactory data or to compare

data from one year to the next. Although this process did not allow us

to assess the acquisition of competencies in objective terms, it did serve

to focus the activities of the classroom consultant upon those competencies

judged to be most important for that teacher. For the last two years of

the project,,pre-post tests of knowledge were also used to measure attain-

ment of objectives. The results of these tests are discussed below in

the section on evaluation.

Objective 2: Participants outline a comprehensive plan for their own claas

and its relation to families and the rest of their school.

a. 4ccomplishments. As mentioned above, by the end of training the

participating teachers designed with their consultant a plan for carry-

ing over their new skills to their classroom. Specific activities, includ-

ing involvement of parents and the rest of the. school were included. The

follow-up visits from TEACCH consultants were helpful in assuring that

this plan was carried out.

b. Slippages. None.

Objective 3:

of training.

Participants complete short-term, and long-term evaluation
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a. Accomplishments. At the end of training, all participants com-

pleted an evaluation form indicating their satisfaction with various as-

pects of training. For the first two years of the project, participants

were asked to complete a similar questionnaire four months later. This

informat,ion was valuable in revisions of the training; however, the long-

term evaluations did not differ in any substantial way from the evaluations

immediately after training. Therefore, in the last year of the project

the long-term evaluations were not completed.

b. Slippages. None

Objective 4: Participants form a relationship with TEACCH staff which

will continue and provide better integration of services.

a. Accomplishments. Information on this objective was not part of

our formal evaluation plan; however, informal information indicated that

this objective was accomplished. Participants in various iorms of training

on many occasions referred other teachers in their school systems to TEACCH

for training. They also referred children in their classes or in other

classes in their school district to TEACCH for evaluation.

b. Slippages. None

Objective 5: Participants receive credit toward certification in Emotion-

ally Handicapped.

a. Accomplishments. All participants received, at their request,

either Continuing Education Units from the University of North Carolina

or credit from the North Crolina Department of Public Instruction to be

used for either initial certification or renewal of current certiNation.
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Many teachers also received credit toward renewal of certification

in areas other than emotionally handicapped.

b. _Slippage8. None.

Objective 6: Participants have a plan for offering in-service training

to their principal and their school regarding autism.

a. Accomplishments. One of the original intentions of the project

was that teachers who had received training would be able to pass that

information on in a systematic way within their schools and/or school

systems. The teachers who attended the summer training were a particularly

well-motivated group, although their skills varied widely , Teachers

in classes affiliated with TEACCH, in nearly all instances, offered some

type of information about their classes and about autism in general to

other teachers and to their community Follow-up visits and continued

support from TEACCH aided in designing and carrying out such dissemination.

Teachers from other types of classes (e.g., classes for the severely

handicapped that also served an autistic child) were less systematic in

thei- dissemination efforts but some dissemination did occur.

6. Slippages. The original plan of a "multiplier effect" in which

teachers who received training could pass information on to others did

occur, but it did not involve as many teachers as originally planned.

For teachers who already had strong basic teaching skills, TEACCH training

and consultation made dissemination feasible. For teachers who entered

training with poor basic teaching skills, the focus of training had to

be on specific problems in the classroom. Dissemination by these teachers,
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thus, was given a lower priority. Since inservice training is time limited,

the time was spent remediating basic skills instead of preparing_ the

teachers to disseminate information.

Winter Workshop Series

Objective 7: Participants gain a basic familiarity with the specialized

topics and demonstIste appropriate use of them during follow-up visits.

a. Accomplishments. In the final year of the project, pre- and post-

test measures of knowledge were administered at each workshop. The data

analysis indicated improvement in scores from pre- to post-tests. The

use of pre- and post-tests also helped the training staff to identify the

areas in which their prsisentations were not clear. If a particular piece

of information was frequently missed in the post-test, the trainer pre-

sented that information again in the next workshop to insure that it was

understood.

b. Slippages. The pre- and post-tests of knowledge underwent con-

siderable revision over the three years of the project. The early trys

at a multiple choice format did not yield information that the trainers

found to be useful. tThe format was changed to a short answer, and although

this made the scoring less objective, it gave the trainers more complete

feedback about where the trainees misunderstood the information that had

been prsented. The process of constructing questions also helped the

trainers to set priorities and focus on specific points that they wished

to emphasize in their presentations. The TEACCH Competency Hating Form

also underwent considerable revision over the three year period and is
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still being used and revised. The project budget did not allow enough

personnel to obtain scorer reliability measures for the instrument, and

we found that in a relatively brief observation period not all relevant

items could be observed. Therefore, the process of revision of the form

is a slow one. Nevertheless, the process of specifying teaching competen-

cies that can be observed has been helpful to the training staff in clari-

fying those skills to be taught and to be observed during follow-up visits.

Objective 8: Participants complete evaluation forms.

a. Accomplishments. All participants completed satisfaction question-

naires following each workshop.

b. Slippages. None.

Objective 9: Participants form a relationship with TEACCH staff which

will continue and provide better integration of services.

a. Accomplishments. Informal reports indicated that TEACCH staff

were able to make more frequent contact with personnel in school systems

Personal relationships led
with which they had not worked previously.

to suggestions for future trainifig, referral of new children for services,

.\

and better cooperation in educational services for autistic children.

b. Slippages. None

Objective 10: Participants receive credit toward certification in emo-

tionally handicapped.

a. Accomplishments. All participants received credit as planned.

b. Slippages. None

Objective 11: Participants have a plan for offering in-service activities



to their princ:ipai and their scidlo,31 cn ne tc4;;IP );A(71rer.

in public .3chools.

a. Accomplishments. The follow-up questionnaires asked par7i_ic4ant:3

in the workshops to indicate With whom they shared information abc;;LIt aw:Ism

and in what way. The respondents indicated a frequent sharing c.-f informa-

tion with other teachers through either informal or formal preserat

and conversations. Also parents and (Aler coo1 er=mei w.ce

with information.

b. Slippages. TniL; oraring of infcrmation i riTt

formai a way a Wi had nr.pol fr,

lartidipants waz =daily ve'py 4Jfste

Evaluation

Objective 12: Firmative an,J c,z.mmate ,tatJ fur rra

semination are collected.

a. Accomplishments: All of the anticipated forms of evaluation

They were of three types. At the conclusion of
data were collected.

all the training activities, the participants completed a 'questionnaire

assessing their satisfaCtion with all aspects of training. A. pre and

post-test of knowledge was administered in the finaljear of the project.

Participants in both the summer training and the winter workshop received

followup visits in which the TEACCH Competency Hating 'Form was used to

assess teaching skills in th' classroom. Formative data were collected

as the training activities took place, and all anticipated training activities.
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Diasemination

Objective 14: A complete training and evaluation package for personnel

serving autistic children and their families will be developed.

a. Accomplishments, Through this Project the training formats and

competencies for teachers of autistic children have been moi.e- clearly
4

specified, and a basis has beet established for training which ii continu-

ing through Division:TEACCH. Division TEACCH also has a contract from

the Office of Special Education for the development of curricula for autis-
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Coordination and Plannim

Objective 15: A clear understanding "f

_

the cooperative activities

.!'

TEACCH and other individuals and agencies providing in-service training

in North Carolina will be established. This plan will be statewide and

cost-effective.

A. Accomplishments. ThiS project has had a tremendous effect upon

Division TEACCH's capability for 'providing training in North Carolina

; -ind in other states. The relationship with other agencies through the

Advisory Group and through other informal meetings has improved consider- .

ably. Division TEACCH has been well recognized within North Car4olina
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Obje4ive 16: .r,:eoerative plan for national standards will be :s.cmpleted

in coo,Oorotion with the National Society for Autistic Children.

Acqmplishments. Division TEACCH has continued its close cooPera-

tive relationship with the-National Society for Children and Adults with

Autism: (NSAC). In August 1981, NSAC receiVed .

a training grant from the

Office- of Special. Education to provide training for trainers or teachers'

of a4istic children in selected states. Personnel fram-Division TEACCH

havecontributed to this NSAC project and contributed tdward an informal
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. trainin the teachers of autistic children in North Carolina, and the

requests for training from teachers in other states has increased markedly.

For instance, during 1982, the state of Virginia provided funds for seven

new educational programs for autistic children. Of theselseven programs,

four requested training from Division TEACCH, and this was 16ovided during
1

the summer of 1982. The cooperation between North Cara,ina and Virginia

in the training of teachers and thi provision of edutational services

for autistic children has improved greatly. This training project provided

many of the resources that made this cooperation possible.

4
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Matters Which we Would Like the Department of Education

to Know About

Most teacners of autistic children have very little or no formal

training to wcrk with this population. Even if training in pre-service

teaoher training programs increases a great deal, there will continue

fo te a strong need for in-service training for teachers of autistic child-

ren. The support of the Department of Education in providing such inser-

vioe training through this project and other projects such as that of

the Natic)nal 7':oeiety for Children and Adults with Autism is very valuable.

The tL;1', has indicated that the need for such train-

..n#7 rt there are iimitatins to thservioe training.

traineeo io a very important consideration. Manyllgifes

the eiih,ro. a the t7reateot !wed are not the best candidates for inser-

viC ro A *!.,00d cand7idate is one who is highly motivated and already

has good basic teaching skills. The inservice training can then be directed

at specific needs and can be effective in the limited time available.

Training should be directed at teaching very, specific skills that

are needed by the participating teachers. To accomplishsthis, a variety

of formats, such as those used in thia project, is-valuable. Inservice

training must often be delivered .to teachers who are located throughout

a large geographical area and whose time is limited. The travel cost

and the importance of working with small groups can make inservice training

very expensive. Thus, inservice training is riot a cost-effective way

to provide extensive training. Some of the participants in our_ training
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had such extensive problems that it was not effective.to try to remediate

them through inservice training. The most effective format for training

was found to be one in which the participants were actively involved in

a classroom for autistic children. All of our evaluation data consistently

indicated that the most successful activities were those that were done

in a classroom or involved the observation of a classroom. Training ac-

tivities that involved participation in general were successful, whereas,

those passive activites such as lectures were consisteAly less successful.

This does not mean that all inservice training must be in a demonstsration

classroom, but it does mean

issues that are relevent to

participation,

that training must involve participation

the individuals involved. The type of

problem-solving, Practice, etc may vary, but it must

around

active

exist.

Future training activities will be most successful if they take this ap-

proach of targeting their populations and the skills to be taught and

doing the training in a format in which the participants can be involved in

the learning process.

11.


